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ISTQB at ten
A decade after its foundation the
International Software Testing
Qualifications Board has awarded a
number of certifications comparable with
those of vendor-lock schemes PRINCE2
and PMI. This is a good time to evaluate
its work so far which I will attempt to
do by asking the question: has ISTQB
helped to improve software quality?
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Information Systems Examination
Board, was inadequate. It aspired to
internationalize but its syllabuses and
examinations were not good enough to
deserve translation.
But some, including me, think ISTQB
somehow achieved what seemed
impossible: to make them even worse.

Opinion on its syllabuses varies
extremely. Its certification criteria are
disreputable because they designate
anyone who passes an ambiguous
multiple choice exam as, for example,
an “Advanced Level Test Manager”.
Worse, ISTQB’s training provider
accreditation policies arguably tend to
stifle competition and prevent badlyneeded improvement. One of the most
accomplished teachers of testing,
frequent PT contributor Bogdan Bereza,
believes it is high time for some testing
Luther to nail 95 theses to some national
testing board’s door. He offers his start on
drafting these at http://cosic.testerzy
.org.pl/mission.html.
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The trouble with good ideas

Code free, as free
as the wind blows
by Howard Osborne

Easy automation needs
disciplined development

under conditions that might make it
fail such as at different times on this
and other days of the week. Doing
that manually will be inconvenient and
time-consuming. So your thoughts are
probably already turning to automation.
An obvious requirement is to be able
to change the date and time conditions
artificially rather than waiting for the
desired conditions to come about in reality.
Ideally we will be able to change both
the server and client time. I could start by
adding manual steps to do this to the test.
However since we aim to execute the test
automatically, it is more sensible to automate those steps before we start. A couple
of simple shell scripts should do the job,
no? I’ll get a tame developer or sysadmin
to knock them up on a tea break.

Howard Osborne tests
the app he thinks will
make him rich

Can you create effective automated
tests without writing code? It’s an
important question. The good news is the
growing number of tools aimed to make
it possible do work. The bad news is how
well they can work depends on factors
beyond their control.
I’ll demonstrate this fact using my own
killer application. Forget Pinterest, Tumblr
and Facebook: Mood Predictor is the
next big thing. It measures your mood to
accuracy of seven decimal places. Before
going public, I want to test it. More to the
point, I want you to test it.
Manual testing
Please execute the test script in figure 1.
So how did the test run go? Any incidents
to report?
Even if not, while you were running
the test you were probably thinking of
the other things that need to be done.
For example, executing the same test
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Automated testing
After an extensive tool selection, evaluation, piloting and implementation process
(last night) I have decided upon Selenium
IDE. One of the things I like about it
is that during recording it offers likely
desired actions in a context-sensitive
menu. In figure 2 I have right-clicked on
the text displayed by Mood Predictor and
Selenium IDE has rightly guessed that I
want to verify it. It offers to do so in two
ways: ‘verifyTextPresent Your mood is
Sneezy’ means ‘check the text appears
anywhere in the window’ while ‘verifyText
css=span Your mood is Sneezy’ refers
to the specific DOM element in which it
should appear.
So which should I choose?
Suddenly, automating a very simple test
requires me to make a decision that is
far from obvious. It requires me to know
something about how the test item is
coded. The tool has performed well by
providing the most appropriate choices,
but I must choose between them.

The trouble with good ideas

As a rule of thumb, the more general
the verification, the less chance of
false incidents, so the test may require
less maintenance. On the other hand,
the greater the chance of missing real
incidents: imagine lots of green ticks in
the results, while a manual glance at the
screen shows that content is obviously
in the wrong places. Because Mood
Predictor is going to be so massive I
can’t take any chances. I’ll choose the
more specific verification and if that
breaks the test later, I’ll fix it.

Test case 1 (objective: to show that the user’s mood
is displayed correctly)
Step 1: browse to http://mood-predictor.appspot.com
Step 2: verify the mood displayed against the
expected outcome
End of test case 1
Expected outcome depends on day of week
Mon
Tues
Weds
Thurs
Fri
Grumpy Sneezy Dopey
Happy
Sleepy

Sat
Sun
Bashful Docile

Figure 1: test script

The test passes! Fantastic! Only one
problem. The application is rubbish.
After detailed market research and
design review it has been decided that
the rubbishness is in three parts. (i) it isn’t
groovy; (ii) it isn’t mysterious: how can users
trust Mood Predictor if it doesn’t seem to
have some difficulty in its divination?; (iii)
how is it going to make money?
The next three releases will address these
issues one at a time.
Version 2: Mood Predictor gets style
http://mood-predictor.appspot.
com?version=2 looks great I’m sure
you’ll agree. Now to execute our test
against it. Failed! See figure 3. Rightclicking the text shows the verification
options have changed (figure 3). This
is because in order to style the ‘mood
word’ it has been placed in a separate
span element.

Figure 2: verification options

The test can be fixed by updating the
existing verifyText command to expect
‘sneezy’ in span[2] then adding a second
one to check for ‘Your mood is:’ in span[1].
Now the test passes again.
Version 3: Mood Predictor in the cloud
You can see where this is going. Each
change to the app is going to cause an
incident requiring maintenance of the test.
Version 3 (just change the last character
of the URI to access it) adds mystery by
displaying the user’s mood only on some
occasions. On others it reports failure to
divine it due to mystic cloud.

Figure 3: verification options after adding a new <span>
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Figure 4: advert disrupts <span>s again

The new feature will require additional
tests but first we’ll fix the one we already
have, keeping its objective the same.
That means it should ignore the failure report, but the test cannot report
completion until the app does attempt to
display a mood. One obvious approach
is for the test to repeat automatically
until that happens.
But how do we loop the test without
using code? Some tools can do it but
not Selenium IDE (it can export it as a
WebDriver script so you can build the
iteration in eg Java or Python, but that’s
code). Should we go back to tool selection with this new requirement? Or ask
a developer for help again? Neither is
really attractive.
We’ll just have to keep launching the test
manually until the mystic cloud and the
test pass. We need to push on to market.
Version 4: Mood predictor free edition
Mood Predictor’s monetization strategy
includes inline advertising. Guess what
happens when we run the test? Figure 4
shows that the ad text is now in span[1].
That was predictable, but the funny thing

is the second verifyText passes. How
come, and should we care? Since it’s not
forcing us to do anything we could just
leave it. But what if we assume that’s OK
and it isn’t? Shouldn’t we be able to understand and trust our tests?
What we really need to do is make the
expected outcome precise, to nail down
exactly what we are trying to test. We could
do that if the developers would use explicit
element IDs. I’ll ask them at lunchtime.
Not in the mood
They said “we’d love to discuss, define,
agree and implement an element naming
standard but don’t have time right now so
you’ll just have to soldier on.”
Therefore it looks like we’ve taken our
code-free approach using Selenium IDE
as far as it will go. Another tool might have
done better, but probably any tool will
soon reach its limits with such a poorlydeveloped application under test. The
developers have just been dropping controls onto a form in a development IDE and
clicking the compile button. Even I can do
that, but testing it is much harder. It’s lucky
real applications aren’t this bad, isn’t it?

Howard Osborne is a managing automation consultant at e-Testing (http://etesting.com)
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Abstraction, distraction
and destruction
by Huw Price & Llyr Jones

Workaround regression
and how to detect it

implementation of other software. The
first set can, in theory, be delivered using
‘write once, run anywhere’ interpreted
languages such as Java.
The important difference is quality.
Hardware engineering is a rigorous
discipline based on a culture of complete
requirements and effective documentation. Hardware abstraction follows these
principles and is mostly done using native
assembly language or very low-level
languages such as C which are amenable
to analytical testing. Defects in production
are extremely rare.
The same is definitely not true of higherlevel code which is notoriously hard
to test, especially when written using
complex IDEs. Neither therefore is it true
of software abstraction.

Huw Price and
Llyr Jones address
a common pitfall

Abstraction, used widely in software
design, creates a set of difficulties for
developers and testers. The reasons for
that, explained in this article, apply equally
to any tiered system where data flows
between tiers.
Hardware v software abstraction
Hardware abstraction has been very
successful. Its premise is that hardware
functions can be defined as a common set
of specific instructions. This constitutes a
well-defined interface: that is, any software
built on top only needs to know about the
interface. The underlying implementation
becomes irrelevant. The inner workings
of the hardware itself are relevant only to
whoever implements that interface. So
most software product requirements usually
concern only the interface. Some, for special
reasons, may concern its implementation.
Software abstraction is a similar partitioning of requirements by concern:
either external interface or internal
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Impact of poor abstraction
Testing of systems that use abstraction
is based on the assumption that the
abstractee (the domain to be abstracted,
often called the ‘abstraction layer’ or ‘AL’)
is sufficiently dependable. Then its testing
can be divorced from that of the abstractor (the domain to be built on top of the
abstractee). If this assumption is incorrect,
the ability of the testing to prevent failure
becomes insufficient because there may
be defects in the AL which it is designed
not to cover. This is a typical weakness
of Java. Ugly hacks are required to work
around weaknesses in the API and the
continual patching done by vendors.
The problem is compounded by distance:
with every abstraction, designers and
programmers are dragged farther from
previous abstractions. When a dependency defect appears, deep technical
knowledge of their implementation (or
its side effects) is needed to understand
(i) which contains the underlying defect;

The trouble with good ideas

(ii) which others need to be changed;
and (iii) how to work around it. At this
point the whole purpose of abstraction
is defeated. In fact it becomes a positive
hindrance to development.
Worse: the workaround, which is not part
of the business requirements and therefore not fully traceable, causes the product
to deviate from them. Requirementsbased testing is rendered incomplete.
The failure scenario described in Figure 1
exemplifies why this is dangerous.
So how can testing prevent this and
similar scenarios from becoming reality?
Obviously regression testing is needed but
what kind, how much and when? We will
consider three approaches.
Configuration management approach
Document the workaround and add it
formally to the current version of the
requirements. Tests to show that it
remains valid will soon be generated,
executed and added to the regression
suite. When the defect is fixed, regression
test execution will have the chance to
provide an early warning.
But how early, and whether, it does so
depends on how big, how good and how
lucky that regression testing is. Many
developers and testers of highly critical
products cannot adequately understand,
trace and accommodate a simple change
to the requirements made for simple
business reasons. Those cause terrible
defects to be missed, needlessly and
often disastrously, either because (i)
the change is not communicated well
enough, or (ii) those to whom it is communicated cannot react well enough.
How then will we fare with technical
additions to the requirements made for
complex technical reasons?

An account management web service is used by several
applications including a customer website and a transaction
processing engine. A failure is detected in the website and
traced to the service. The website programmers cannot
devise a workaround. They raise a defect.
The transaction processing programmers see the raised defect and
understand its effects on their own mature, well tested, very critical
work. Their deadline means they cannot wait for it to be fixed, but
they do devise a workaround they can implement themselves.
Some time later the defect is fixed. As a result, the portal failure
is resolved but transaction processing fails disastrously as the
workaround is rendered invalid.

Figure 1: abstraction workaround failure scenario

Component testing approach
Every data flow between abstractee and
abstractor has the potential to become
a defect flow. Therefore analysis of the
data flows can be used to scope regression testing. Analyse and document the
dependencies of every component. When
change happens, re-execute component
testing and/or code analysis for all components dependent upon whatever has
changed. Note that this need be done
only for directly dependent components,
ie the next layer or tier. When testing of
that has passed, you can stop: there is
no need to continue downstream, testing
components dependent upon it. This is
the point of abstraction.
The same idea can be applied to parallel and load testing also. Its weakness,
again, is that it may miss regression.
The abstractee may change in a way

that causes the workaround to fail in
production but not in testing.
Test abstraction approach
Rather than trying to test the workaround, focus on the reason it is
necessary. Devise simple component
tests to show that the behaviour of the
abstractee continues to be defective
as expected. The beauty of abstraction here is that these tests require no
test environment other than the AL’s
interface and very little effort to run.
Schedule them for frequent execution.
This can be done even when the AL is
provided by a third party. It may seem
strange to test someone else’s code, but
it will detect dangerous change much
faster and more reliably than testing your
own. If done, it would have prevented
many disastrous failures

Huw Price is managing director and chief technical architect and Llyr Jones
is a senior developer at Grid-Tools, the leading test data management vendor
(http://grid-tools.com)

If you think your organization is up to that
challenge, that’s great and you are lucky.
But then, consider this: your requirements
and tests have become more complex and
more technical. Adding complexity is easy,
but can you remove it correctly? If not,
what will be its effect upon future testing?
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It depends
by Vu Lam

Why you should and should not use
an online test management tool

or a roadworker cutting a conduit can
stop the people in your office, as well
as elsewhere, working.
Committing data and operations to
cloud means accepting dependence on
providers and their suppliers. If the deal
changes, getting out of it may be difficult.
In an extreme example, when 2e2 went
into administration recently its customers
were asked for large additional payments
to fund keeping its datacentres working
long enough for them to migrate.
Finally, online data is not secure.
Professional Tester is fond of arguing that
software organizations are too secretive,
but there can be good reasons to keep
information private. If that’s important to
you, putting that information into the cloud
is counter-intuitive.

Advice on evaluation
from Vu Lam

Many people believe that test management tools should, and soon all will
be, cloud hosted. I agree, but as always
with test tools there are risks as well as
benefits. Here I will present the most
important of each, aiming to help you
make the right decision at the right time.
I’ll start with the caveats.
Eggs/basket syndrome
This is the same set of concerns that inhibits uptake of cloud for other work types.
It’s great that everyone can work
anywhere, but really that means
“anywhere with connectivity”. Internet
services fail and outages can last days:
that has happened, for example, to
millions of users of the two largest ISPs in
the UK (BT and Virgin Media) within the
last 18 months. Traffic conditions such as
the current DDoS attack on Spamhaus
can slow or halt communication across
large geographical areas. Minor physical
incidents such as fire, flood, metal theft
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There are of course good ways to mitigate
all these risks, but none is 100% effective
and all involve cost. Be sure to include
them in your evaluation.
Tail wags dog syndrome
Testing has always been influenced by
the tools it uses, especially management
tools. Consider the number of organizations and processes whose structure is
designed around HP Quality Center or
IBM’s Rational Unified Process. However
the needs of each are unique and, as everyone who works within them knows, the
fit is never perfect. That causes the use of
additional practices and tools, sometimes
to good effect but sometimes causing
disaster as information is siloed, visibility
impeded or integrity lost.
To be able to adapt the tool to your
process, rather than the other way round,
requires the tool to be very configurable.
Doing that may be easier if it is hosted
locally, and the new generation of

The trouble with good ideas

Figure 1: direct test case creation

cloud-only tools, while very innovative,
may be less mature than the established
ones and lack the configuration and
integration features you need.
On the other hand, to get the ultimate in
configurability one would not use a thirdparty tool at all, but choose a DBMS and
programming environment and set about
designing one’s own tool. If you haven’t
got time for that, you have to try and
find the right compromise. This is a very
tricky aspect of tool evaluation because
it requires anticipation of future change.
Maturity acceleration
QASymphony’s approach to this problem
is to try and make qTest, our cloud test
management tool, mature faster. Before it
was released it was trialled and used by
500 beta sites in 23 countries. The results
enabled us to identify and implement
widely desired features and changes.
This process is continuing, so that new
and existing customers will find increasingly that the precise configuration they
need to implement their current process
and adapt to its evolution is already available with no work needed.
To benefit from this approach, choose
a tool that is influenced frequently
and quickly by an active user community. That is far more likely to be
true of a cloud-based one for many
reasons including flexible licensing and
ease of access with no installation or
maintenance required. Here are three

important recent improvements to qTest
that arose from beta testing.
1. Creating test cases from requirements
For traceability, qTest allows association of
requirements, test cases and defects. Beta
testers suggested that rather than doing
this explicitly for requirements and test
cases that already exist, test cases could
be created and associated automatically
with the current requirement directly from
the requirement (see figure 1). Because
each requirement usually generates more
than one test case this saves switching
between environments. More importantly,
it prevents traceability failure caused by
user error. The steps for the test case are
detailed later, possibly by someone else.
Each will be traceable to the requirement
that generated it. This feature is popular
with many users and has led to another
suggestion: creating requirements directly
from test cases.

all the steps so far. The solution was to
add the ‘load last run’ button. Now the
tester (or another tester) can see what,
if anything, was wrong and resume
execution from the point it was left off.
3. Better querying
Powerful searching is important to prioritization and workflow in test management.
For example a qTest user might want to
find test cases assigned to him or her, or
which have not been baselined.
Beta testers asked for more complex
queries with multiple parameters. For
example, they wanted to find requirements
with no associated test cases, or test
cases with no test steps. This led to the
implementation of custom queries, plus an
even more powerful feature: instant export
of the query results to a spreadsheet. Both
are shown in figure 3.

Being ready for improvement
The benefits of cloud as a tool delivery
2. Test execution resumption
model are well understood, but the
TestPad (figure 2) is qTest’s miniature
advantages of holding test management
popup test execution window, allowing
the user to refer to the test procedure and information in the cloud are only just
record results without leaving the AUT. Its beginning to be explored. The opportunities for sharing and collaboration it offers
use is governed by strict rules designed
to prevent error, inadvertent or deliberate: will, I think, change test management
itself for the better. For example, each
all events are logged and the log cannot
new incident report – a vital, critical
be changed.
artifact as every tester knows – could be
scheduled automatically for independent,
Beta testers whose test procedures
remote (perhaps outsourced/offshored)
were long reported unwieldiness. If they
peer review before being raised, improvstopped execution for any reason, they
ing its quality and preventing waste
had to begin a new test cycle and repeat
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Figure 2: TestPad

Figure 3: custom querying

caused by errors or inadequacies;
compliance checking of its format could
be automated; it could be aggregated
with information held by partners or thirdparties, including in different formats,
then powerful tools used to search and
analyse the result, reducing duplication
and assisting resolution.

Although I have discussed here reasons to
be cautious, be conscious also of the risk
of missing out on something great. The
best ideas have not been thought of yet.
If you and your test management process
and data are ready to use it, one of them
may revolutionize your testing and the
business it serves

Vu Lam (vulam@qasymphony.com) is founder and CEO of QASymphony.
A free trial of qTest is available at http://qasymphony.com
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Re-ashoring
by Stephen Johnson

Solving problems by moving them
5,000 miles hasn’t worked

disparity. I will leave discussing the ethics
of that to others better qualified. The
dispassionate fact is disparity is diminishing fast: for example salary inflation in
India has been running at approximately
12% per year (http://articles.economictimes.indiatimes.com/2012-02-21/
news/31083032_1_projection-auto-sectorsalary retrieved 2nd April 2013 1230 UTC)
for the last several years. Meanwhile rates
of pay in most G12 economies have been,
are, and look likely to remain, approximately frozen.
For this and other reasons, onshore
providers are now able to offer prices
very close to those of their offshore
competitors.

Stephen Johnson
leads an inevitable
backlash

Test offshoring started to accelerate
around 2005. I assert that it is now abating
and organizations are increasingly bringing
their testing back to their home shores.
My company ROQ IT, along with others,
has recently opened extensive new UK
test lab facilities to handle rapidly growing
demand from diverse new clients who are
re-ashoring or choosing not to offshore.
Many of the contracts signed during
offshoring’s honeymoon are now expiring.
Whatever their experience to date – and
in many cases, it is negative – decision
makers are being obliged to review the
market and their position. They are coming
up with a different answer to last time; so
different that it is leading them to exercise
break clauses of incomplete contracts too.
I will speculate about their reasoning.
Offshoring is no longer cheaper
Let us start by being frank: the driver of IT
offshoring was cost. Organizations looked
to take advantage of international wage
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Offshoring no longer offers better staff
India suffers also from a very high
staff attrition rate (http://forbes.com/
sites/sylviavorhausersmith/2012/07/02/
how-to-stop-employee-turnover-in-india
retrieved 2nd April 2013 1230 UTC).
Leavers deprive the test organization
and its client of vital domain-specific
skills and knowledge. The matter is
made worse by the increasing difficulty of obtaining work visas: new
recruits are often not allowed to make
international visits. These factors make
promised delivery timescales unachievable because optimistic planning does
not take them into account.
Offshoring is no longer more efficient
Attrition, compounded by the inexperience in management it causes, has lead
to strange structuring of resources. I have
been told by some of their clients that offshore test organizations often have seven
test leads managing ten testers. This high
ratio increases work and impedes workflow.
In my experience one lead per six testers is
about average in the UK, and I believe this
is for the good reason that it is optimal.

The trouble with good ideas

Another common and damaging practice
is the allocation of individuals to too
many projects. There is often a culture
of trying to solve problems by throwing
headcount at them. When someone
else’s project is in more trouble than
yours, yours may suffer.

a global service management system,
an enterprise-wide Oracle platform, a
multinational e-commerce application
delivered using agile and continuous
integration, and TV playout software.
In the last case especially, the client
expressed surprise that our UK lab has
the necessary infrastructure and

s pecialized connectivity. They had
started to perceive that the home of
cheap high technology was somewhere
abroad. That paper-thin illusion is now
disappearing, and when the other factors
discussed above are considered the
argument for test (and development)
offshoring disappears with it

Offshoring was never more capable
A lot of outsourcing engagements have
Stephen Johnson is a founder and director of ROQ IT (http://roqit.co.uk)
been sold based on process accreditations assessed using schemes such as
CMMI. Whatever you think about the
inherent relevance of these (opinion
varies greatly), the fact remains client
organizations which are less process
driven cannot interface to the underlying
models well because they cannot conduct
themselves according to their rigid and
dogmatic requirements. Very formal
process requires, above all, management
support. Where the top level of management does not wish to manage at all, but
rather to act as a service user, it brings
no benefit.
Offshoring was never more convenient
The “follow the sun” concept beloved of
offshoring salespeople is far-fetched. If
the job requires round-the-clock work, it
can be achieved onshore by employing
a night shift. Most software projects do
not require a night shift, and the effect of
having one is to split their workforce and
cripple communication between the parts.
Meetings and discussions that should be
quick and simple require careful planning:
problems cannot be properly reacted to
by all concerned until many hours after
they arise. This is very bad for sequential
lifecycles. It’s fatal to nonsequential ones
such as agile because it deprives them
of their essential practices such as the
morning stand-up followed by simultaneous collaboration.
Globalization works every way
Finally, we return to the cost of labour.
When a great geographical disparity
existed, it affected the cost of equipment
and support services. Now it is gone,
test labs anywhere can have equal facilities at similar cost. Projects won recently
by ROQ IT include testing
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This is WAR
by Doug Lawson

We are all in it together

In this article I will try to illuminate another
disagreement, less well known than these
but important, and suggest an approach
towards reconciling it. It concerns what
testing should aim to show about a software product. That is: what should be the
pass criterion?
“Works as designed”
The first of the opposing arguments is
that testing should be only of what has
been specified. Anything more leads
to the raising of incidents where the
expected outcome is nothing more than
what the tester assumes it should be.
These cause confusion and waste.
This phrase is sometimes misused, as a
statement, when rejecting incidents. Here
I refer to its use as a pass criterion.

Doug Lawson sets the
terms of engagement
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It is characteristic of testers that they
disagree often, including between
themselves. Almost every discussion
on how testing should be done seems to
split testing into two perfectly opposing
factions. Consider the bitter arguments
about V-model versus context-driven,
manual versus automated execution and
defect management tool versus application lifecycle management tool. There is
little common ground between those who
believe in either of any of these pairs of
mutually exclusive ideas, leading them
to become intransigent and sometimes
even ignorant about “the other side”.
This schism holds back progress of more
complex discussions such as that on test
metrics, which has now been round the
globe several times with more opinions on
it than there are fleas on a wild dog.

WAD is popular with those concerned
primarily with time and cost of development. Under WAD it is easy to define and
manage tests within an ALM tool, based
on simple decomposition of and traceable to documented requirements (or a
subset of them chosen based on project
risk analysis), then to show with reassuring metrics and attractive graphs that
these have all been “covered” so testing
is complete.
“Provides adequate user experience”
The other view is that the assumptions
of the tester about what is not specified
are needed because they provide a vital,
perhaps the only, way to detect the kinds
of defects that do not cause functional
failure but, left unfixed, will cause failure
of user experience. UX leads to a lot more
test execution and incidents than WAD.
Its adherents contend that resolving these
incidents will reduce, in the slightly longer
term, maintenance time, cost of ownership
and product risk, more than paying back
earlier extra cost.
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UX requires incident management but does
not require ALM because it raises incidents
not related to documented specifications.
A more inclusive and holistic approach
I believe achieving both WAD and UX is
usually necessary, but is always necessary in business situations where the
end-user experience has significant
impact on the commercial success or
otherwise of the product. Device apps are
a perfect example. I will call the composite
criterion “works as required” or “WAR”: to
achieve it tests must be derived from overall, generally understood but less explicitly
defined, business goals as well as from
formal specifications.
Some WAD purists will argue this opinion
places me in the UX camp, because I
am prepared to accept the impact of UX
on the swift delivery of WAD. However I
think that impact can be largely prevented
by the proper use of ALM which WAD
favours. ALM enables UX to be done in a
WAD way by capturing, decomposing and
organizing requirements expressed by
everyone, not just developers (including
architects and designers) and including
them in the objective and demonstrable
measurement of progress.
To be clear, I consider XQual XStudio and
HP Quality Center to be ALM tools. Other
products described as ALM tools may be
as good but I do not vouch for that here.
The spoils of WAR
If all the players on a project use ALM
for all their work, time and effort is saved
immediately. After that it gets even better
because their diverse knowledge is
shared. The whole becomes more than
the sum of the parts: everyone helps everyone else not only to test but to develop
the product better.

Consider for example a seat booking application. WAD alone tends to
increase assurance that the correct
choices will be offered and the user’s
choice delivered correctly, avoiding
needlessly lost sales, double-booking
or empty seats. WAR does this but also
shows how to make it easier for the user
to work with more complicated objectives such as arranging for a group to
sit together while meeting the needs
and preferences of individuals within the
group. It helps the whole team to make
users more likely to use the application
again and to recommend it to others.
But none of this will happen if other
management tools such as defect trackers
are used and information copied between
them and the ALM tool because using the
ALM tool is believed to be onerous. This
wrong perception and practice prevents
realization of the savings and benefits
ALM can provide.
Starting WAR
If you are in a WAD test organization
which needs to get better at UX – as do
many app producers – your first step is
to get ALM working well for WAD, so that
it is helping you to achieve stability as
much as the defect trackers it will replace.
With that achieved, open the door to UX,
on condition those practicing it also use
ALM correctly. You will not have to change
your practices again, but the hard work
you do to perform them will become more
beneficial, relevant and important
Doug Lawson is an independent consultant in software project management,
quality assurance and applications test management

The systematic WAR produces many
more tests but also structures them: hierarchically for efficiency, categorically (eg
as usability, flexibility, workflow, navigation,
consistency, data retrieval, meaningful
prompts and messages, what-if scenarios
etc) for effectiveness.
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So wrong he was right
by Bogdan Bereza in Prague

CzechTest has proved that a traditionalformat conference can still pack surprises

The final two presentations on which I
report were amazing, but their audiences
seemed not to appreciate that sufficiently.
Martin Gijsen from DeAnalist.nl opined
on automated testing relates to modelbased testing. His presentation was
professional, based on sound knowledge,
and challenging. It exposed a fundamental
flaw of automated test execution: that it
is not supported by model-based testing,
leading to badly structured, expensive,
hopelessly hard to maintain, chaotic
automation. I felt his analysis, which was
dynamite, was not understood by some
present, perhaps because they are more
used to hearing about ruby-seleniumcapybara-cucumber-fitnesse-etc.

Martin Gijsen

Eusebiu Blindu

Robert Dankanin planned the first
CzechTest during 2010. In my opinion
he was 100% wrong. The test sector in
the host country was small. The conference circuit was saturated, especially in
Germany, Austria and Switzerland, all
a few hours away by road. It got worse:
his conference was to be held in English!
Yet his worst mistake of all may have
saved him. That mistake was, I thought
at the time, to design an old-fashioned
conference for testers. He avoided frills,
innovative formats and flashy subjects.
Everyone else including me had long
given up hope that anything could be
organized without daily recitation of the
mantra context-driven-agile-businessanalysis-exploratory-selenium-cucumber.

the bugs” days changed to the standardization and metrics-and-process-mania of
the 1990s. We enter now the age of context optimization, exploration, people skills
and SoLoMo (social media + localization
+ mobility).

Yet CzechTest 2011, 12 and 13 were all
great successes, with about 150 deleg
ates, relevant sponsors and exhibitors,
cutting-edge speakers, important presentations and great workshops. How Robert
achieved this is a mystery to me. Perhaps
he will tell us. Regardless, I congratulate
him and his team on their event.

Lee Copeland from SQE introduced his
“nine forgettings in testing”. He asked
his audience whether they recognized
the names Beizer, Myers, McCabe,
Fagan, Bill Perry and Gelperin. Few
did. So where has their basic testing
knowledge been learned? Inspiring
conversations, perhaps?

At CzechTest 2013 Martin Pol from
Polteq presented his version of the evolution of testing. In it, pioneering “just find

For information about CzechTest see http://czechtest.com
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Very good, very modern, very dangerous. The idea that skills, processes,
techniques and training do not matter,
that testing can be learned on the fly by
just doing it and listening with awe to
some self-proclaimed exploratory guru is
damaging. It can deceive new testers to
think they can become good by finding
“inspiring conversations” and “hands-on
fun”. It is tempting and looks easy but it is
very wrong.

Eusebiu Blindu who blogs at testalways.
com should have sent the audience
screaming with fright and weeping in
despair, but didn’t. He told us how to
earn big money by getting into security
bug bounties. Yes! The biggest players in
IT – from Google and Facebook downwards – really do offer substantial financial
rewards to anyone who tells them about
security defects in their public-facing applications. Qualifying defects are plentiful, so
found often and easily!
Tragically for testing and for reason, major
app owners prefer to pay vast sums as
prizes for freelance bug-hunters hunting
for bugs in production software than to
invest in testing. What has become of the
truths that early testing pays and that quality is free if you understand it?
Come to CzechTest 2014
Prague is fascinating and full of surprises.
So is its testing conference!

Test Studio

Easily record automated tests for
your modern HTML5 apps

Test the reliability of your rich, interactive JavaScript apps with just a few clicks.
Benefit from built-in translators for the new HTML5 controls, cross-browser support,
JavaScript event handling, and codeless test automation of multimedia elements.

www.telerik.com/html5-testing
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Advice from developers
by a bunch of developers from Coverity

You know you want it

A bunch of
developers from
Coverity explain how
not to upset them

Security testing and development have
always had a tumultuous relationship.
It’s a can’t-live-with-them, can’t-livewithout-them struggle.
In the spirit of co-operation, we present
our advice for security testers on how to
have a great working relationship with
developers.
Learn our processes
Working within development processes
instead of around them will increase
defect resolution rate. To start with,
use the same incident management
application. Do not have a separate,
siloed security-bug-only tracker that
requires some type of additional polling.
Developers don’t use PDF reports to
manage defects.
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Learn how to communicate
like a developer
Developers often have a different language set and among developers the
ability to use language correctly translates
to credibility. Talk about “defects” and
“bugs”, not “0day” and “vulnerabilities”.
Learn the lingo of the technologies your
developers are using.
Always explain “how to fix” with
“how to break”
For a developer it’s all about how to fix
the code. Breaking code is a great way
to demonstrate a vulnerability exists, but
not easily actionable unless how to fix it
is explained.
For example, pointing to a method that
has an XSS defect and recommending an

The trouble with good ideas

escaping remedy is more actionable than
providing a URL and an XSS vector.
Security defects are not
the only priority
Remember development has resource
constraints, release cycles and other
stakeholders, of which security testing
is one.
Develop a tailored Secure
Development Lifecycle
Work with developers to agree upon an
SDLC that weaves security testing into
the way software is developed. Don’t
impose a boilerplate SDLC blindly. One
size does not fit all, and development
schedules and constraints need to be
taken into account when rolling out
SDLC changes.
Don’t boil the ocean
Be realistic about what developers can
achieve. Not all defects can be fixed
immediately. Trying to do too much at
once can cause escalation to upper
management, which will really slow
things down.
Relationships matter
Some developers think security testing
is very cool. Establish relationships with
a few developers and help them incorporate security testing into their projects.
Use them to help communicate with the
broader developer teams. Then they’ll
be a familiar face for other developers,
who will be more inclined to listen.

Don’t hold us back
If security testing becomes a bottleneck, it will eventually get run over.
Find ways to do security testing as
early as possible so it’s not an activity
that occurs out-of-band. Know your
development team’s schedule and
incorporate security into the planning
from the beginning.
Security gates are a last check,
not a first alert
Don’t impose security gates in a
SDLC without also thinking through
how development will avoid getting
stuck behind one.
The “terrorist checkpoint” model of software assurance – where the software
release is essentially held hostage until
the security team is satisfied – should
be a final check, but more effort should
be put into the “assembly line” model,
where the goal is to address each defect
at the most efficient time point in the
development process.
Show some respect
Bashing developers is a favourite pastime of some security testers. Don’t
do it. Developers have a different
job to do, and they are held to a high
standard for delivery. Being negative
only creates friction and doesn’t help
improve security.
Remember people can read what you put
on Twitter and in your blog

For information about Coverity’s development testing products
please see http://coverity.com
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Gothenburg, Sweden
4 - 7 November 2013

Save up to €610 per delegate!
Book before 31st May to avail of
Super Early Bird Discount

To view the Conference Programme, jam-packed with inspiring
tutorials, presentations & keynotes see
w w w. e u ro s t a rco n fe re n ce s. co m
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Agile is going places – are you?

IMMEDIATE OPENING:
FULL-TIME QUALITY
ASSURANCE MANAGER

Don’t work yourself to death. Manage
your testing effort with TestTrack TCM.
TestTrack TCM puts you in control of test planning and tracking, providing better visibility
over the testing effort and giving you more time to manage your team.
Know instantly which test cases have been executed,
what your coverage is, and how much testing remains.

Use test variants to target multiple platforms with the
same test case for more efficient test case management.

Manage suites of platform-specific compliance tests,
functional tests, and performance tests in one
central location.

Link defects to failed test runs and improve test coverage
by creating test cases based on existing defects with
seamless TestTrack Pro integration.

Assign tests to your QA team, track results, and report
on performance and workload.

Schedule automated tests to run 24x7.

For more information and to download a free, 30-day trial
visit w w w.seapine.com/pt
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